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Abstract: Above-ground plant architecture is dictated to a large extent by the fates and growth rates of
aerial plant meristems. Shoot apical meristem gives rise to the fundamental plant form by generating
new leaves. However, the fates of axillary meristems located in leaf axils have a great influence on
plant architecture and affect the harvest index, yield potential and cultural practices. Improving
plant architecture by breeding facilitates denser plantations, better resource use efficiency and even
mechanical harvesting. Knowledge of the genetic mechanisms regulating plant architecture is needed
for precision breeding, especially for determining feasible breeding targets. Fortunately, research in
many crop species has demonstrated that a relatively small number of genes has a large effect on
axillary meristem fates. In this review, we select a number of important horticultural and agricultural
plant species as examples of how changes in plant architecture affect the cultivation practices of the
species. We focus specifically on the determination of the axillary meristem fate and review how plant
architecture may change even drastically because of altered axillary meristem fate. We also explain
what is known about the genetic and environmental control of plant architecture in these species, and
how further changes in plant architectural traits could benefit the horticultural sector.
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1. Introduction

Plant architecture determines resource allocation within a plant and therefore has a
great influence on, for example, harvest index, yield potential, cultural practices and even
the choice of mechanical versus manual harvesting. Cultural practices, such as pruning
or the use of growth control substances to regulate plant architecture, may be quite costly.
Therefore, improving plant architectural traits via breeding is a desirable approach.

Breeding for improved plant architecture does not necessarily require detailed knowl-
edge on the identities of the genes controlling the traits. This is exemplified by the success
of the “Green Revolution” cereal cultivars, whose breeding was based on conventional
hybridization and selection, ideotype breeding, and the introduction of recessive “dwarf-
ing” loci from exotic germplasm. Combining these breeding strategies during the Green
Revolution led to the doubling in the yield potential in rice and wheat [1]. However,
understanding how individual genes and entire genetic pathways regulate plant archi-
tecture, especially in combination with environmental conditions, would make further
improvements in plant architecture much easier.

The fundamental above-ground plant form is endogenously dictated at the shoot
apical meristem (SAM), which gives rise to phyllotactic patterning, i.e., the arrangement
of leaves (recently reviewed in [2]); each leaf is accompanied by an axillary meristem
(AXM), located at leaf axil (for a review on AXM initiation, see, e.g., [3]). The fates and
relative growth rates of different meristems on the plant depend on both endogenous and
exogenous factors, and determine the final form of plant architecture. SAMs can either
keep on producing new vegetative plant tissues or, when induced to flower, differentiate
into inflorescence meristems. AXMs can develop into vegetative or generative branches,
or remain dormant. Depending on the plant species, the fates of different meristems are
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determined by endogenous or exogenous signals, or a mixture of both (reviewed in [4]). The
major endogenous signal regulating AXM fate is apical dominance, i.e., the inhibitory effect
exerted by the SAM over AXMs (processes related to apical dominance are reviewed in
Schneider et al. (2019)). A change in the strength of apical dominance has major influences
on plant form, as exemplified by the domestication of maize (see Section 2.1). However, in
some plant species, the role of apical dominance is not that strong and other factors regulate
axillary bud (AXB) fate, as seen with the strawberry (see Section 2.4 on the regulation of
the strawberry plant architecture).

In this review, we select a number of important crop species as examples of how
changes in plant architecture affect the cultivation practices of the species. We focus
specifically on the determination of AXM fate and review how plant architecture may
change even drastically as a result of altered AXM fate. We also explain what is known
about the genetic and environmental control of plant architecture in these species, and how
further changes in plant architectural traits could benefit the horticultural sector. The plant
species were selected so as to highlight known different genetic mechanisms controlling
plant architecture and to include both annual and perennial, woody and herbaceous crops.

2. Plant Architecture in Selected Crop Species
2.1. Maize

The modern maize (Zea mays L. ssp. mays) cultivars display plant architecture well
suited for high-density planting and mechanical harvesting; the cultivated maize typically
has a pronounced main culm (stem), with two or three short primary lateral (axillary)
branches midway along the main stem producing terminal female inflorescences, or ears.
The main stem itself carries a terminal male inflorescence, or a tassel. The plant architecture
of modern maize differs starkly from that of its wild ancestor, the teosinte (Zea mays ssp.
parviglumis), in which the majority of AXBs on the main stem develop into elongated
primary lateral branches. The primary lateral branches terminate in male inflorescences,
while female inflorescences are borne on leaf axils of secondary branches [5,6].

The extensive phenotypical differences between modern maize and the teosinte can
be attributed to five major-effect QTLs [7], one of which affects the strength of apical
dominance and inflorescence sex on the primary lateral branches [8]. This QTL, teosinte
branched1 (tb1), was already characterized 60 years ago as a recessive mutant of modern
maize, with extensive effects on plant architecture [9], and a general function in regulating
AXM fate [8]. The molecular characterization of the tb1 locus revealed a single gene active
in growth-arrested AXBs and in stamens of ear primordia and expressed at a higher level
in modern maize than in teosinte [6,10]. Later, tb1 was shown to belong to the TCP (for TB1,
CYCLOIDEA and PROLIFERATING CELL FACTORS) family of plant-specific transcription
factors with the non-canonical basic-helix-loop-helix structure that have general functions
in regulating cell division and growth [11].

The causative mutations differentiating the recessive teosinte tb1 allele and the domi-
nant maize TB1 do not reside within the coding sequence, but rather in distant 5′-upstream
regulatory sequences [12]. These mutations were identified as two independent transpos-
able element (TE) insertions 64–69 kb and 58–64 kb upstream of the TB1 locus that control
maize basal branching and ear phenotype, respectively. Interestingly, the TE insertions did
not disturb the ancestral gene function, but rather resulted in a gain-of-function mutation
that enhances the expression of the target gene [13].

How TB1 in maize or its homologs in other species control plant architecture is not fully
resolved. However, studies taking advantage of phenotypically well-characterized maize
mutants have started to reveal a regulatory network, in which TB1 acts as the key regulator
(Figure 1). The maize mutants tassels replace upper ears1 (tru1; [14]) and grassy tillers1
(gt1; [15]) have phenotypes partially resembling those of tb1; tru1 mutants have increased
branching in the upper parts of the stem and bear tassel-like upper ears while gt1 mutants
produce tillers profusely. The identity of gt1 was elucidated by [16], who showed that the
gene encodes a class I homeodomain leucine zipper transcription factor, whose activity
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depends on tb1. Furthermore, studies in teosinte and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) suggest
that tb1 and gt1 activities respond to changes in light quality and are involved in the shade
avoidance response mediated by the phytochrome signal transduction pathway [16,17].

Figure 1. Regulation of maize plant architecture. TB1 regulates the outgrowth of aerial axillary buds
and tillers via tru1 and gt1, respectively. In addition, TB1 directly regulates the abscisic acid (ABA),
gibberellic acid (GA) and jasmonic acid (JA) hormonal pathways to control tiller bud outgrowth. The
gt1-mediated route involves a sugar signaling pathway. FR = far red. Data adapted from [18] under
CC-BY License (http://creativecommons.org/liceses/by/4.0/, accessed on 28 January 2022).

The tru1 gene acts downstream of tb1, encodes an ankyrin-repeat domain protein with
a BTB/POZ motif necessary for protein–protein interactions, and is directly activated by
TB1 [19]. Using a combination of Chip-seq, RNA-seq, and metabolite measurements [18],
recently showed that the three genes, namely TB1, gt1, and tru1, form a regulatory network
in which TB1 is at the top of the hierarchy. In this network, the phytohormonal signaling
pathways of jasmonic acid (JA) and abscisic acid (ABA) promote bud dormancy, and are
upregulated by TB1 both directly and indirectly via GT1. In contrast, gibberellic acid
(GA) biosynthesis and signaling were reduced in the tb1/gt1 mutants, suggesting that
the genes may promote AXB dormancy by downregulating the GA pathway [18]. The
sugar signaling pathway and especially the well-known indicator of sucrose availability,
trehalose-6-phosphate (T6P), were indicated to have a role in determining AXB fate in
maize. The accumulation of sugar metabolites, sucrose transporters and T6P was higher
in non-dormant AXBs of tb1/gt1 mutants than in dormant AXBs of TB1/GT1 plants,
suggesting that increased sucrose levels may promote AXB outgrowth [18]. Finally, the
TB1 allele of maize represses the expression of genes involved in the regulation of the cell
cycle [20]. In summary, TB1 is a master regulator and integrator of multiple pathways,
and changes in the activity of TB1 or its downstream genes provide an opportunity for
modifying plant architecture.

As described above, the selection for the dominant TB1 allele in maize paved the way
for the domestication of the species by altering plant architectural traits. At present, maize
breeding programs still aim at developing cultivars even better suited for high-density-
planting by selection for reduced shade avoidance response, optimized plant height, and
upright leaf angle. The elucidation of the functions of TB1 and other components of the
pathway provide potential breeding targets for improving these traits, either by conven-
tional breeding or by introducing new mutations using the CRISPR/Cas9 technology [21].

http://creativecommons.org/liceses/by/4.0/
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2.2. Tomato

The cultivated tomato (Solanum lycopersicon Mill.) is a nearly day-neutral plant that
follows the sympodial growth pattern. The primary shoot produces 8–10 true leaves before
terminating in an inflorescence meristem. The meristem located in the leaf axil immediately
below the inflorescence meristem is often referred to as the sympodial meristem (SYM),
to distinguish the SYM from the other AXMs on the plant. The distinction is important,
because the fates of different meristems (primary, SYM, or AXM) are regulated by different
genetic mechanisms, as exemplified by the phenotypes of tomato mutants with altered
flowering time and/or plant architecture [22]. When the primary meristem terminates in
an inflorescence meristem, the SYM continues the vegetative growth of the plant, forms
three leaves and then itself terminates in an inflorescence meristem. The re-iterating pattern
of two-to-three leaves and a terminal inflorescence repeats itself and, due to the very
vigorous nature of the growth-continuing SYMs, produces a plant with an apparently
upright stem [23]. It is important to notice that floral induction in tomatoes has a direct
effect on plant architecture because inflorescence development leads to the loss of apical
dominance and the release of SYM from growth arrest [22]. For this reason, most of this
section deals with the molecular events leading to floral induction.

The repeated cycles of vegetative growth and inflorescence development result in a
plant carrying trusses with unopened flowers, flowering trusses, and trusses with devel-
oping fruit at different stages of maturation. Due to uneven ripening, the tomato crop has
been traditionally harvested by manual multi-pick harvest. Machine harvest has become
possible only when recessive alleles of SELF PRUNING (SP) were introduced into the crop
in the late 1950s to produce the determinate cultivar VF-145. sp affects the overall plant
architecture by gradually decreasing the number of leaves per sympodial unit from three
to zero (Figure 2A), with the last sympodial unit terminating in an inflorescence [24]. This
pattern of growth leads to a homogeneous fruit set and, consequently, uniform harvest time.

Figure 2. Tomato growth habits and regulation of flowering. (A) Day-neutral determinate cultivars
bear non-functional alleles of sp, sp5g and ftl1; the sp mutation changes the growth pattern from
indeterminate to determinate by abolishing the meristem-maintaining function of sp in SYMs. Mu-
tations in sp5g and ftl1 render the plant nearly insensitive to photoperiodic cues. (B) Flowering in
modern-day tomato cultivars is promoted by an age-dependent pathway that consists of a complex
network that culminates in the regulation of the GA concentration [25]. SAMs are marked by open
green circles, sympodial meristems by orange circles and axillary meristems by gray circles. Promo-
tion is represented by arrows and repression by block arrows. SDs = short days; LDs = long days;
SFT = single flower truss; FAC = florigen-activating complex; SBPs = squamosa protein binding-like;
PRO/DELLA = Procera/Della.

The identity of the SP gene was elucidated by [26], who showed that the determinate
growth habit results from a mutation in the tomato functional ortholog of TERMINAL
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FLOWER1 (TFL1), a gene belonging to the CETS (for CENTRORADIALIS-TERMINAL
FLOWER1-SELF PRUNING, after the first genes whose functions were characterized in
plants) gene family. The expression domain of tomato SP has been debated; some authors
have described SP to be widely expressed throughout plant development across all organ
primordia [26], whereas others have found SP activity confined to non-growing SYMs and
AXMs [27]. Given that neither the sp mutation nor silencing SP by RNAi result in defects
in inflorescence or flower development nor changes the number of leaves produced in
the primary shoots before floral initiation, the main function of SP appears to be in the
maintenance of the vegetative status of sympodial meristems.

Although sp is by far the most important mutation introduced into tomato cultivars,
other mutations affecting tomato plant architecture do exist. Another critical gene in
shaping tomato plant architecture is SINGLE FLOWER TRUSS (SFT), whose mutation
leads to late flowering, abnormal flower morphology and abolishes the normal sympodial
growth pattern of tomato [28]. In sft plants, the primary shoot does not terminate in an
inflorescence, but instead produces an indeterminate “vegetative inflorescence”, which
consists of a few flowers intervened by leaves [28,29]. The growth of the primary shoot is
indeterminate, and the SYMs in sft plants are arrested in growth [28].

Interestingly, SFT encodes another CETS family member, the tomato ortholog of
FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT, [22]), which is a well-characterized florigen with a universal
flowering-promoting and growth-terminating function in plants [29]. Similarly to FT
orthologs from other species, SFT is transcribed in leaves and stems and the mobile SFT
protein is translocated to the shoot apical meristem [22], where it is hypothesized to compete
with SP in binding to a specific set of proteins [30]. These proteins include 14-3-3 proteins
and the tomato homolog of FLOWERING LOCUS D and, when bound to SFT, they form a
florigen activation complex (FAC) [30].

Recently, [31] demonstrated that mutations in regulatory regions of the SFT paralog
and floral repressor SELF-PRUNING 5G (SP5G) cause the nearly day-neutral flowering in
the cultivated tomato, whose closest wild relatives are quantitative short-day plants. In
wild species, SP5G is strongly expressed in leaf tissues under non-flowering-permissive
photoperiods and is de-activated under conditions favoring flowering. The gene is ex-
pressed to a much weaker level in the cultivated tomato, but is not completely silenced,
and it does confer a weak photoperiodic response under long-day conditions. Interestingly,
mutating SP5G by CRISPR-Cas9 in cultivated tomato results in greatly accelerated flower-
ing of the primary and axillary shoots under long-day conditions, but does not change the
pattern of sympodial growth [31].

In wild, non-domesticated tomato species, photoperiod-sensitive flowering is caused
by SP5G-mediated repression of SFT expression specifically under LD conditions. On
the other hand, in wild tomato, SDs advance flowering by upregulating another SFT
paralog and floral promoter, FLOWERING LOCUS T-LIKE1 (FTL1, [32]). FTL1, in turn,
activates SFT1. In modern tomato cultivars, both SP5G and FTL1 bear mutations in their
cis-regulatory and coding regions, respectively, abolishing their functions and leading to
day-neutral flowering responses [31,32].

In the modern tomato, flowering is largely photoperiod-insensitive and floral induc-
tion takes place via an age-dependent pathway (Figure 2B). The pathway functions via two
independent miRNA-mediated routes. As the plant ages, the floral-repressing function of
mR156 gradually decreases, which results in the upregulation of SQUAMOSA PROTEIN
BINDING-LIKE (SPL/SBP) transcription factors. SBPs, in turn, upregulate SFT in leaves
and probably activate the FAC at the shoot apex to promote the expression of the floral
meristem identity gene APETALA1. In addition to being regulated by mR156, SBPs are also
regulated by DELLA proteins, a subgroup of GRAS transcription factors that suppress GA
signaling [25].

Plant age promotes flowering via another miRNA route, namely miR319. The expres-
sion of miR319 at the SAM increases as the seedling ages, and directly targets LANCEOLATE
(LA), a tomato TCP4 homolog [25,33]. LA is a regulator of GA responses [34] and therefore
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the age-dependent flowering pathway appears to function via a complex network that
regulates meristem maturity by fine-tuning GA concentrations [25].

Genetic experiments with varying allelic combinations of sp and sft have led to the
suggestion that the meristematic fates (i.e., termination or continuation of growth) depend
on the SFT/SP ratio. Moreover, primary and sympodial meristems differ in their sensitivity
to similar SFT/SP ratios [35–37]. Therefore, altering the ratio of flowering-promoting and
growth-promoting alleles of CETS genes could offer a means for shaping plant architecture
in specific ways. This was recently demonstrated by [38], who produced a continuum of
tomato plant architectures by targeting the wild S. pimpinellifolium SP and SP5G orthologs
to CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing.

Another feasible target for genome editing would be the gene lateral suppressor (ls), a
member of the GRAS-domain transcription factor family, whose loss-of-function mutation
results in a nearly complete lack of axillary shoot outgrowth [39]. As the removal of axillary
shoots (suckers) is a costly operation in the tomato industry, the ls mutation would have
agronomic value. However, ls mutation has serious pleiotropic effects on fertility, which
limits its direct use in breeding. Engineering ls by genome editing to alter its expression
pattern selectively in AXMs could be a way to produce non-suckering tomato cultivars
without the deleterious effects of fruit yield [40].

2.3. Apple

Rosaceous fruit trees include the genera Malus (apples), Pyrus (pears) and Prunus
(peach, cherry, etc.) [41] and consist of deciduous, polycarpic species with a diversity of
growth patterns that differ even within a genus. For example, cherries (Prunus avium),
almonds (P. amygdalus) and peaches (P. persica) have strictly monopodial branching patterns
throughout their life span, whereas apricots (P. armeniaca) follow a sympodial growth
pattern caused by the frequent spontaneous abortion of the SAM at growth cessation [42].
Due to the diverse growth patterns, we focus this review on the apple (Malus domestica
Borkh.), for which the molecular mechanisms regulating tree architecture have started to
emerge during the recent years.

The overall shape of the tree is determined during the juvenile period, which lasts
several years [43] and depends on two main factors: the fate of axillary buds and the
position of the AXB on the parent branch [42,44]. Axillary buds can be dormant, develop
vegetative shoots or bear reproductive organs. In the apple, vegetative shoots are often
referred to as long shoots with vigorous vegetative growth. Short shoots (spurs) develop
typically from AXBs located within the middlemost two quarters of the length of the
parental branch [42]. Short shoots are rosette-like structures with a few leaves accompanied
by AXBs and limited extension growth, and they terminate in an inflorescence. The axis
of the short shoot is called a bourse, and it can go on to develop new short shoots in a
sympodial fashion from its axillary buds in the following seasons [45,46].

Vegetative shoots are classified based on the age and position of the bud from which
they sprout. Sylleptic, or immediate, shoots emerge from buds developed during the same
season. Proleptic, or delayed, shoots grow from buds developed in the previous season; and
epicormic shoots (also known as suckers or water shoots) sprout from buds that have been
dormant for a longer period, arising directly from the trunk or from an old branch [47,48].

During the juvenile period, there is a vigorous growth expansion from spring through
summer and, as the tree matures, floral initiation occurs while day length shortens, before
the temperature drop triggers winter dormancy. Once the dormancy period concludes,
both vegetative and flowering buds burst, expanding the canopy while flowering and
fructifying during spring and summer. When an inflorescence emerges at the shoot apex,
vegetative growth continues from the bud directly beneath the SAM, continuing vegetative
growth in a sympodial pattern [45,49–51].

Since proleptic shoots are regarded as more productive [52,53], traditional culture tech-
niques commonly include pruning sylleptic shoots. Rosaceae fruit trees were domesticated
as early as during the Neolithic and therefore many training methods have been developed
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to maximize fruit size, sun exposure, aeration, or to ease harvesting among other factors.
Traditional cultivars and rootstocks were tall trees with a lifespan up to several hundred
years in some cases, which favored low plantation densities and training methods that
emphasized flat growth, such as espaliers, vases, etc. Modern dwarfing rootstocks lead to
a sharp increase in plantation densities and favor vertical growth with limited vigor. In
modern planting schemes, the most vigorous branches are pruned periodically [54].

Dwarfing rootstocks not only limit the vigor of the tree as a whole, but also are able
to alter the phenotype of the scion in multiple ways. Dwarfing rootstocks may shorten
internodes of the scion, limit the vegetative growth period, enhance the proportion of floral
buds and widen the angles between the axillary shoots and the main trunk. These factors
interact with each other. For example, a shorter period of vegetative expansion means a
smaller number of buds competing for resources, increasing the viability and quality of
the flower buds. Moreover, more flower buds (and fruits) per length of branch enhance
bending and flattens the branches, which limits vegetative expansion [55].

Some studies showed that dwarfing rootstocks have a reduced diameter and density
of xylem vessels, which reduces water flow to the scion and photosynthesis efficiency [56].
A low auxin/cytokinin ratio might explain the abnormal xylem development [57] and in
fact, auxin transport to the roots is reduced in dwarfing rootstocks [58]. In line with that,
the auxin transport genes MdPIN1b and MdPIN8a show lower expression levels in scions
grafted in dwarfing rootstocks. Furthermore, the expression of the auxin biosynthetic gene
MdYUCCA10a is also lower in scions grafted into dwarfing rootstocks [59], which may
imbalance the auxin/cytokinin ratio.

Auxin deficiency reduces root mass [60,61], hampering cytokinin synthesis in the
roots. This, combined with the diminished xylem transport capacity, could lower cytokinin
availability. Scions grafted on dwarfing rootstocks have lower cytokinin concentrations,
which is likely related to the low expression levels of the cytokinin biosynthesis gene
MdIPT5b [56,58,62]. Abscisic acid (ABA) is also produced in the roots and transported to
the aerial part. Various authors have hypothesized that the restricted water flow increases
the concentrations of ABA in the scion, explaining the higher concentrations associated
with dwarfing phenotypes. In addition, high ABA concentrations correlate with a reduced
root mass [63,64].

Gibberellic acid (GA) is known to regulate internode length [65] and growth regulator
treatments have been effective in shortening the internode length. However, dwarfing
rootstocks do not reduce internode length, but rather reduce the number of nodes by
shortening the growing period. This means that low GA levels or GA insensitivity are
not the only factor resulting in dwarfing phenotypes [55]. Furthermore, transgenic apple
scions with the silenced GA biosynthesis gene MdGA20ox1 remain short despite of being
grafted into invigorating rootstocks, revealing that the dwarfing phenotype is independent
from the GA transported from the rootstock [66]. That being said, dwarfing rootstocks
lower the GA concentrations in the scion [67]. In addition, the genes homologous to the
GA deactivator GA2ox, DkGA2ox1 and PslGA2ox, are related to dwarfing phenotypes in the
persimmon and plum, respectively [68,69]. Quantitative trait loci analysis has revealed that
the dwarfing phenotype is controlled by three loci. However, the genes behind those loci
remain unknown [45,70,71]. Fine mapping may reveal this information in the future.

The dwarfing phenotype results from multiple interactions and thus the exact breeding
targets are not clear. On the other hand, precocity and a shortened growth season may
be major factors defining tree architecture and therefore should be of main interest for
breeding programs. Another architecture phenotype worth of interest was discovered in
the apple cultivar ‘McIntosh’. Originated from a bud mutation, the cultivar was named
‘Mcintosh Wijcik’. These trees have a main trunk with short internodes, almost no branches,
and numerous fruit-bearing spurs. Thus, it does not require pruning, can be planted in
extremely high densities and it might even allow mechanizing the harvest process [72]. The
phenotype is caused by an insertion of a Gypsy-like retrotransposon associated with the
locus harboring the dominant Columnar (Co) mutation [73]. The retrotransposon insertion
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does not disrupt any obvious coding regions [73], but it causes a change in the expression
pattern of a gene located 16 kb downstream of the insertion. This gene was identified as a
Malus homolog of a gene encoding a 2-oxoglutarate dioxygenase (MdDOX-Co, [74–76]),
and it is expressed in the roots of wild-type trees. In contrast, columnar trees show MdDOX-
Co transcription also in the aerial part [77]. GA3 application restores the phenotype partially,
suggesting that MdDOX-Co causes GA deficiency [78]. Furthermore, it has been recently
shown that MdDOX-Co deflects substrates essential for GA 3-oxidases, hijacking GA
synthesis [79]. On the other hand, [55] did not report columnar phenotypes on wild-type
apple trees treated with GA inhibitors, meaning that MdDOX-Co may have additional
effects apart from the disruption of GA metabolism. The columnar phenotype expands
on the advantages of dwarfing rootstocks and can be incorporated with relative ease into
apple breeding programs because it is dominantly inherited. Further research is needed to
understand the functions of MdDOX-Co in apple and other Rosaceous fruit trees.

2.4. Strawberry

The cultivated strawberry (Fragaria× ananassa) and one of its wild diploid progenitors,
the woodland strawberry (Fragaria vesca L.), are herbaceous perennials. In both species,
the vegetative primary shoot apical meristem produces leaf initials, each accompanied
by an axillary meristem at the leaf base. The strawberry main stem (or crown) grows as
a rosette, consisting of very short internodes. When induced to flower, the SAM forms
a terminal inflorescence and vegetative growth continues in sympodial fashion from the
youngest AXM located directly below the induced SAM (Figure 3A). The older AXMs
form AXBs, which can either remain dormant or develop into stolons (runners) or branch
crowns (BCs), depending on endogenous and environmental signals. Strawberry runners
have long internodes and vigorous vegetative growth, whereas BCs have very short intern-
odes and, similarly to the main crown, can form terminal inflorescences under favorable
environmental conditions [80–82].

Figure 3. Strawberry growth habit and regulation of GA20ox4 expression. (A) Strawberry main crown;
each leaf is accompanied by an axillary bud (AXB), which may remain dormant or develop into a
runner or a branch crown. The uppermost branch crown below a terminal inflorescence continues
plant growth in a sympodial fashion. Older branch crowns can bear their own terminal inflorescences.
Each branch crown produces leaves and accompanying AXBs not shown in the figure. (B) Longs
days (LDs) upregulate the genetic pathway leading to the upregulation of FvGA20ox4 in AXBs and
resulting in runner development.

The environmental responses in terms of AXB fate are similar in both woodland
strawberry and cultivated strawberry. Floral induction at the primary SAM forces the
uppermost AXM to form a branch crown to continue producing plant structures as the
new main axis of growth [81,82]. The fates of the other AXBs show more plastic responses,
with long day (LD) conditions and warm temperature promoting runner development.
Short days (SDs) and cool temperature, on the other hand, promote the development of
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BCs [82]. The exact day lengths and temperatures that promote one fate or the other depend
heavily on the genotype, and also the day length × temperature interaction has a strong
influence on AXB fate [83–85]. Moreover, certain genotypes have an altered day length
requirement both for floral induction and for AXB fate determination. These genotypes are
often referred to as “perpetual flowering” to distinguish them from the typical seasonal
flowering genotypes. However, the majority of perpetual flowering genotypes are actually
quantitative LD plants [82,86,87].

The balance of strawberry AXB fates, i.e., vegetative runner versus potentially gen-
erative BC, has consequences on strawberry production. The cultivated strawberry is
propagated clonally via runners, and therefore scarce runnering capacity leads to difficul-
ties in propagation. On the other hand, the apical meristems on BCs can be florally induced
and thus an adequate number of BCs secures a good yield. Runnering capacity in perpetual
flowering strawberry genotypes is often too low, diminishing the utility of these genotypes
in practical cultivation. Improving the balance between runnering and BC development in
perpetual flowering genotypes would therefore benefit the strawberry industry.

Knowledge on the genetic pathways regulating the AXB fate in strawberry has started
to emerge recently. A study taking advantage of a runnerless woodland strawberry mutant
suggested that a functional F. vesca homolog of a gene encoding gibberellin 20-oxidase4
(FvGA20ox4) is necessary for runner development [88], and this finding was later con-
firmed by [82] by silencing the native FvGA20ox4 by RNAi. Moreover, [82] demonstrated
that FvGA20ox4 is transcriptionally regulated by environmental conditions; in the perpet-
ual flowering genotype FvGA20ox4 was upregulated by SDs at 24 ◦C, while in seasonal
flowering genotypes upregulation took place exclusively under LD conditions. FvGA20ox4
exerts its function via the GA-GID1-DELLA pathway [89], which is a hormonal signaling
pathway conserved in both dicots and monocots [90].

A series of reports show that the photoperiod regulates FvGA20ox4 transcription via
the pathway, including the F. vesca homologs of CONSTANS (FvCO, [91]), FLOWERING
LOCUS T (FvFT1, [92,93]), and SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS1
(FvSOC1, [94]). This pathway is active and upregulates FvGA20ox4 specifically under
LD conditions at temperatures between 16 to 18 ◦C (Figure 3B). The genes involved in
the regulation of FvGA20ox4 at temperatures higher or lower than 16–18 ◦C remain less
well characterized. At the lower temperatures of 10–11 ◦C, FvGA20ox4 is repressed, and
runner development inhibited independently of FvSOC1 with a concomitant increase in the
frequency of AXBs developing into branch crowns. At the higher temperatures of 22–23 ◦C,
unknown factor(s) upregulate FvGA20ox4 and promote runner development [82].

The recent advances in elucidating the runnering/BC formation balance in straw-
berries pave the way for the genetic improvement in the cultivated strawberry. Genetic
studies have demonstrated that changes in promoter elements of key genes can have drastic
consequences on the plant developmental program [95], and therefore gaining knowledge
on potential key genes is of paramount importance for cultivar improvement. Key genes
can be used as breeding targets, either by the means of traditional breeding or by genomic
editing, whose use in strawberries has been described [96]. Understanding the genetic
regulation of AXB fate in strawberries may be useful also for breeders of other Rosaceaous
crops, especially in tree species.

2.5. Citrus

Cultivated species within the genus Citrus (Rutaceae family) include sweet and sour or-
anges, lemons, limes, mandarins, grapefruits and other less commonly consumed fruits [97].
The most commonly cultivated species of Citrus are long-lived perennial trees with a juve-
nile period of six or more years. During the domestication of Citrus, the selected traits have
predominantly been related to fruit quality aspects [98], while traits related to tree architec-
ture have received less attention. Citrus species have traditionally been grown at the wide
spacing between plants; for example, the typical planting density in new orange orchards in
Florida was 139 trees per acre (344 trees per hectare) at the end of the 1980s [99]. Due to the
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rising demand for mechanical harvesting and improving land use efficiency, high-density
planting schemes have been evaluated and adopted. These planting schemes typically have
an excess of 800 trees per acre (approximately 2000 trees per hectare) and require manual
pruning to avoid crowding [100]. Some of the issues related to vigorous vegetative growth
can be overcome by the selection of a dwarfing rootstock, although in some cases this may
lead to incompatibility problems between the scion and the rootstock [101].

The long juvenile period, high heterozygosity, as well as issues with pollen and ovule
sterility have severely hampered Citrus breeding. Moreover, Citrus has unique reproductive
biology, in which apomixis (the development of seeds without fertilization) and embryony
complicate the production of hybrids. For these reasons, the majority of presently used
scion and rootstock cultivars are chance seedlings or bud sports [101].

The breeding of Citrus could greatly benefit from the adoption of recently developed
molecular precision methods for genome editing. The efficacy of the CRISPR/Cas9 genome
editing system has already been demonstrated in several Citrus species, including sweet or-
ange (C. sinensis “Valencia”, [102]), the commonly used rootstock cultivar Carrizo citrange
(C. sinensis “Washington” sweet orange × Poncirus trifoliata, [103]), and Duncan grapefruit
(C. maxima × C. sinensis, [104]). The mentioned studies were either proof-of-concept experi-
ments demonstrating the feasibility of using CRISPR genome editing in Citrus ([102,103]),
or targeted the promoter of a disease susceptibility-related gene [104].

Recently, the CRISPR genome editing technology has been utilized to alter and study
tree architectural traits in Citrus. Young leaf axils in juvenile trees of Citrus species typically
have a dormant axillary meristem and a thorn meristem (Figure 4A). Both show meris-
tematic activity as demonstrated by the presence of transcripts of the Citrus orthologs of
SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (CsSTM) and WUSCHEL (CsWUS) [105]. While the expression of
CsSTM and CsWUS persists in dormant axillary meristems, their expression is repressed in
the actively growing, terminating thorns. By using comparative transcriptomics, the au-
thors were able to show that the maintenance of meristematic activity in developing thorns
depends on THORN IDENTITY (TI1) and THORN IDENTITY2 (TI2), two homologs of the
BRANCHED1 gene of Arabidopsis and the TB1 of maize. By mutating both homologs, [105]
were able to show that the genes are negative regulators of CsWUS and stem cell activity.
The disruption of TI1 and TI2 activity led to the development of axillary branches instead
of thorns and enhanced the outgrowth of the actual axillary meristems, resulting in a very
bushy plant architecture [105].

In a follow-up study, [106] elucidated the molecular mechanism that ensures the
sustainment of meristematic activity in Citrus AXMs. The authors compared the transcrip-
tomes of thorned and thornless key lime (C. aurantifolia) cultivars; in the thorned cultivar,
the thorn primordia terminate in a sharp tip and the neighboring AXM remains dormant
as is typical in Citrus, while in the thornless cultivar the thorn meristem is transformed into
a second dormant AXM. Transcriptome analysis of these two types of cultivars revealed
that a gene homologous to TFL1 and CEN1 (termed CsCEN1) was upregulated in the
meristem tissues of the thornless cultivar. Disrupting CsCEN1 function using CRISPR/Cas9
genome editing resulted in plants with a dramatic change in phenotype, with every AXM
growing out as a determinate thorn. The overexpression of CsCEN1 converted the thorn
primordia into dormant AXMs, or even into small branches. The authors of [106] further
demonstrated that TI1 and TI2 are epistatic to CsCEN1, and that CsCEN1 represses TI1 in
dormant AXMs, thus maintaining indeterminate growth (Figure 4B).

The above-mentioned studies demonstrate the feasibility of modifying tree architecture
by targeting a limited number of genes in yet another species, the Citrus. Improving tree
architectural traits can thus be achieved either by identifying natural variations within a set
of tree architecture-related genes, or by introducing a new variation using genome editing.
Improvements in tree architecture will enable the use of high-density planting schemes,
perhaps in combination with mechanical harvesting, to further decrease cultivation costs
and increase the yield per hectare in Citrus.
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Figure 4. Regulation of plant architecture in Citrus. (A) Citrus growth habit showing two leaves
accompanied by a thorn and a dormant axillary meristem (AXM) at the leaf axil. (B) Genetic network
regulating AXM fate in Citrus. AXMs loose CsWUS activity and develop into determinate thorns
when TI1 and TI2 repress CsWUS in thorn meristems. AXMs remain in an undifferentiated, dormant
state when the protein complex formed by CsCEN and CsFD represses TI1, resulting in CsWUS
activity and maintenance of stem cell proliferation. Dormant AXBs are depicted by filled gray circles.
The figure summarizes findings presented in [105,106].

3. Concluding Remarks

In this review, we attempted to provide examples of the genetic mechanisms that
regulate AXB fate in different crops. This is by no means an extensive account of AXB fate
regulation in plants, but rather serves as a starting point for an interested reader. The key
message arising from the selected example plant species is that the genetic mechanisms
regulating AXB fate do not necessarily entail a large number of genes. Actually, a limited
number of major effect genes appears to regulate plant form, and changing the expression
patterns or functions of these genes have drastic effects on plant architecture. From the point
of view of plant breeding, this is excellent news. The identification of major-effect genes
will provide plant breeders with specific breeding targets, thus increasing the accuracy and
feasibility of breeding programs.
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